Temporary Services
As we live, so we work.

Temporary Services is a group of three persons: Brett Bloom, Marc Fischer, and Salem Collo-Julin. We draw on our varied
backgrounds and interests to incorporate our aesthetic practice within our lived experiences. The need to create change within
our daily lives translates directly to our public projects.
The distinction between art practice and other creative human endeavors is irrelevant to us. We embed the creative work we
present within thoughtful and imaginative social contexts and strive to create participatory situations.
We champion public projects that are temporary, ephemeral, or that operate outside of conventional or officially sanctioned
categories of public expression. We appreciate such diverse activities as makeshift roadside memorials to accident victims,
temporary housing encampments designed by homeless people, tree houses fabricated by children, and idiosyncratic public
notices that get stuffed inside the display windows of free newspaper boxes. We like outdoor projects that are encountered by
surprise rather than sought out with deliberation like exhibitions and special events. We especially appreciate those projects
that do not have permission and challenge expected usages.
All audiences are equally valuable to us. We have found that people who keep their eyes open while walking down the street are
just as perceptive of urban visual culture as those who seek it out by reading the arts section of the newspaper every day.
Temporary Services has taken an extended interest in developing non-commercial methods of inserting ideas into publicly
trafficked spaces since our inception in 1998. We develop or modify strategies for working in public that can be further adapted
by anyone who may have a use for them. Working in public places forces us to experiment. It forces us to name our terms and to
find ways to describe our group and our projects that do not rely on the languages of art theory or academia. We constantly reassess and re-name in an attempt to make our process and thought patterns accessible to those we encounter.
Some projects that Temporary Services has organized, executed, or sponsored include:
• A day-long bicycle rally for children and teens that was held in an empty city lot. Prizes were awarded.
• Over 20 sandwich board signs created by artists placed in public spaces throughout Chicago
• A “gift” of 100 self-published and small press books surreptitiously added to the collection of the main branch of the
Chicago Public Library. Many books remain in the collection two years after they were added. In fact, some books were
officially catalogued by the library after patrons asked to borrow them.
• A perfect copy of a parking lot attendant’s booth was moved from one piece of property to the next—creating a roaming
architectural structure that drastically altered the psychological experience of the place is was left in.
• An autonomous radio station that runs off of a solar charged battery.
• An array of wearable inflatable devices (walls, instant crowds, giant hand and arm extensions and so on) that could be used
to create spontaneous spectacles or disturbances.
The link between aesthetics and ethics is in the foreground of our ideas. We seek thoughtful and responsible ways of both
presenting our work and collaborating with others. We participate in the creation of spaces for dialogue, reconfiguring social
formations, and experiencing aesthetics in transparent and focused ways.
In all of our work, we try to consider the immediate ethical implications and the impact our actions have. We attempt to
talk about our work in a way that is not detached and doesn’t gloss over the potential for abuse. A recent example is our
collaboration with an incarcerated artist named Angelo on a project about the everyday inventions of prisoners. An important
part of Prisoners’ Inventions involved safeguarding Angelo’s privacy and finding strategies to coordinate his participation in
a project where he shares information that prison officials disapprove of. We had constant dialogues with Angelo in order to
assess the risk levels of how he might be affected by working on this project with us while serving his sentence. Nothing could
be rushed simply to meet an institution’s needs unless we were confident that Angelo wouldn’t be threatened by one of our
decisions. During this project, we also engaged in many discussions with the host museum about the moral issues inherent in
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working with incarcerated people. We had extensive dialogues with the publisher of a book of Angelo’s writings and drawings
of the inventions. We worked with the publisher to refine the language used to discourage people from re-making electrical
inventions that could be dangerous. In developing projects like Prisoners’ Inventions, we expect that we will spend as much
time talking about the process as in preparing the work itself. This intense amount of communication is prevalent in many of our
collaborations.
Collaboration is an important activity to us, both within our group structure and as a precursor to dealing with others outside
the group. A long-standing myth of our culture is that people are isolated individuals, struggling by the grace of their own good
conscience and hard work to make a noble life. This is the myth of the rugged individual. This myth deceitfully places emphasis
on individuals rather than the complex web of people that makes individual accomplishments possible. This myth also
obfuscates the extreme exploitation of others that is often necessary to achieve this kind of personal gain.
The reality is that all of us are immersed in a complicated system of social relations and ethical responsibilities. The myth of
the rugged individual is so insidious because most people take it as a natural truth and not the product of a specific social and
historical trajectory. By putting an emphasis on collaboration and the ethical treatment of the people we work with, we can
begin to contest dominant models of cultural production and identify abusive structures that seek to benefit the few who hold
power and access to representation. Group work functions in almost all art projects—from those that are labeled “collective” or
“collaborative” to those advertised as “solo shows.”
On a practical level, working together gives us both the ability to do multiple projects at once and the flexibility to use each
other’s experiences to our collective advantage. We also like collaboration because of the inherent challenges and incredible
possibilities that come when working with each other and with persons outside of our group. We not only do more, but we are
exposed to varied perspectives and opinions that we might never have to address on our own.
Temporary Services seeks to both create and participate in relationships that are not competitive and are mutually beneficial.
We seek strategies for harnessing the ideas and energies of people who may have never participated in an art project before,
or who may feel excluded from the art community as it exists for them. We seek tactics for harnessing the generosity of many
individuals in order to produce projects on a scale that none of us could achieve in isolation. We strive toward aesthetic
experiences that are built upon trust and unlimited experimentation.
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